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Of Memories and Program
 
The construction of cities, places, projects, spaces are usually linked through a 
series of events, that become part of a history. These events respond to different 
conditions, moments and geographies; which occasionally defines the under-
standing of it; changing the character and trace of the social, political, financial 
structures that are captured in architectural projects. 

The course aims to provide the tools to read architecture as a node that inter-
twines and reveals: landscape, history, geography, culture, politics, economy, art, 
literature, music. The objective of the course is to work on the construction of 
connections between the memories of the selected site, it’s physical structure and 
it’s potential formation of public space. The starting point for the course is to 
select a site in Manhattan Island and to unveil layers of information that address 
different moments and circumstances in order to argument a public program for 
an architectural project.

Once the program is defined through each student’s lenses, the exercise will con-
tinue to develop into a building, installation, performance, pavilion, exhibition 
or so as a demonstration that architecture is capable to transform space into a 
specific place.
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Assignment I
 
The first assignment involves the understanding of Manhattan urban develop-
ment and formation to select the site for the studio project The selection has to 
be explained through a series of events that looks towards the history of the place 
while unveiling different layers of information.

Visits to the suggested boroughs and group discussions will take place. Students 
are required to represent their site selection through diagrams, plans, sections 
and different architectural tools, that reveal the urban and formal structure of 
the site; suggesting possible activities for the space.

Image: New York City First Settlement - 1836 [Map overlays streets as of 1880] “Map showing growth of City from date of 
first Settlement to 1836.” From Report on the Social Statistics of Cities, Compiled by George E. Waring, Jr., United States. 
Census Office, Part I, 1886. (616K).



Image: Diller Scofidio, Traffic Installation at Columbus Circle, Manhattan, NY, 1981

Assignment II
 
Once defined the site-event for the exercise the assignment II is to define the 
program. The program must be coherent with the site selection and respond to 
the discourse and research supported at assignment I. Students are encouraged 
to use different media representation or graphical skills to present the relation-
ship of the program, site and possible outcome for the project. At this point the 
student should have clear what format their work will take (building, open space, 
installation, performance, pavilion, exhibition).
 
Regardless of format, the program assignment must contain evidence of concep-
tual rigor and materials that support architectural representations and thought 
(diagrams, charts, interviews, research, drawings, plans, sections).



Image: The American Folk Art Museum (2001 - 2015) Todd Williams and Billie Tsien. New York, NY.

Assignment III
 
The final goal of the studio is to design an architectural project regardless of its 
format. The relation of the proposal with the specific site through the different 
layers of memories is fundamental for the development of the project. 

Students are required to present their project through drawings, models, dia-
grams, plans, sections and different architectural tools, that describe the pro-
posal and the site. The studio aims to provide the right questions and tools to 
construct new concepts of space and habitability seeking congruence between 
site and analysis; program and the project; producing an architectural exercise of 
memories and program.
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Course Requirements

Attendance and Participation (10% of grade) 
Each class are moments of discussions to enrich each others work. The main objective 
of the studio is to exchange ideas with other students to extend the scope of analysis and 
understanding of architectural practice. The attendance and participation are obligatory 
as well as to present advances on your projects for each class. If you can´t be in class, 
please notify the TA. 

Assignment I (25% of grade)
The selection and analysis of the site are significant for the evaluation of assignment I. 
The clarity and quality of the representation are fundamental and prior to submitting 
there will be enough references and reviews to obtain the best result possible. The goal 
of the assignment is to achieve substantial arguments that frame events and histories as 
memories of the site selection while suggesting the possible activities for the space.
 
Assignment II (25% of grade)
The definition of an accurate program that respond to the selected event and site is of 
significance for the evaluation of the 2nd assignment. The goal of the assignment is that 
the students respond to the initial premises of the studio ‘of memories and program’ to 
activate, respond, change, influence as another layer in the construction of the city and 
in the understanding of space as an specific place.

Assignment III (40% of grade) 
The final assignment is to develop a proposal for the selected site and program. The 
approach could be addressed through different kind of architectural formats (project, 
exhibition, installation, etc). The goal of the final assignment is to evolve form the con-
ceptual assignments to the definition of a fully project. To present all the architectural 
infomation needed as if the project were to be built in the near future (drawings, de-
scriptive diagrams, layout, et al.).
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